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Abstrat

There exists a large number of experimental and theoretial results supporting the piture of "marosopi

qubits" implemented, for instane, by Rydberg atoms, Josephson juntions or Bose-Einstein ondensates - the

systems whih should rather emerge in loalized semilassial states. In this note it is shown how, under realisti

onditions, the false qubit interpretation an be onsistent with the restrited set of experimental data olleted

for semilassial systems. The reent experiments displaying semilassial harater of Bose-Einstein ondensates

and possible quantumness tests for a single system are brie�y invoked also.

In the last deade remarkable experiments were performed involving measurements and manipulations of states

for single physial systems whih were identi�ed with simple quantum mehanial systems desribed by low di-

mensional Hilbert spaes. These systems an be divided into two ategories. The �rst one onsists of those whih

obviously belong to the quantum domain like atoms or ions at the lowest energy levels, single-photon polariza-

tion, partile's spins , eletrons in quantum dots, or single mod of radiation at low numbers of photons. This

note is entirely devoted to the other lass whih ontains either small systems exited to high quantum numbers

or many-body systems, in both ases expeted to be rather observed in well-loalized semilassial states whih

seem to be the only relatively stable with respet to external noise. The examples are: Rydberg atoms at irular

states used in quantum-optial experiments [1℄, mesosopi Josephson juntions [2℄ and Bose-Einstein ondensate

in a double-well potential [3℄. For simpliity we shall onentrate ourselves on the ases where phenomenology of

suh systems is desribed in terms of two-level quantum systems (qubits) with suggested appliations to quantum

information proessing.

First, the mehanism will be outlined whih an lead to a onsistent desription of experimental data in terms

of a qubit model despite the semilassial harater of the real system. Then, the disussion of partiular examples

follows.

Spin-j model

The anonial model of the disussed systems is a spin-j (with half-integer j >> 1) de�ned by angular momentum

operators Jk, k = 1, 2, 3 ating on the (2j+1)-dimensional Hilbert spae with the basis |j,m〉,m = −j,−j+1, ..., j.
The typial Hamiltonian an be approximated by the following seond-order polynomial in Jk

H = ΩJ2
3 +∆J3 + ΓJ1 (1)

with real parameters Ω,∆,Γ and the system is ontrolled by the time-dependent Hamiltonian of the form

Hc(t) =

3
∑

k=1

hk(t)Jk. (2)

with real ontrol �elds hk(t).
We ompare now two pitures:

I)Marosopi qubit The two states |j, 1/2〉 and |j,−1/2〉 are well-separated from the others, their superpositions

an be prepared, they are relatively stable with respet to the environmental noise and approximatively invariant

under the dynamis.

II) Semilassial system The experimentally aessible, relatively stable states are semilassial, loalized ones

with �utuations 〈(∆Jk)
2〉 = O(j) whih approximatively follow lassial trajetories. In addition the aessible

states have supports on the subspae Hδm spanned by the basis vetors |j,m〉 with |m| ≤ δm ≃ O(
√
j).

The assumptions behind the �rst piture are very di�ult to justify both mathematially and physially but

provide a simple model whih explains quite well the experimental data and therefore is rather onvining. For this

reason, the point of view I) is adopted in most of the papers (for notable exeptions see [4, 5, 6℄). On the other
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hand there are numerous theoretial arguments supporting the stability of semilassial states (e.g. [6, 7, 8℄), but

the explanation is needed how to justify within the seond piture the agreement of experimental data with the

�rst one.

Phenomenology of the disussed systems involves always a measurement of a �xed unsharp observable denoted

by S with two outomes ±1 and the orresponding positive operator-valued measure {S+, S− ≥ 0, S+ + S− = I}.
As S ≡ S3

one an hoose the unsharp sign of the spin omponent J3

S3
± =

1

2
(I ± F (J3)) (3)

determined by the sensitivity funtion F (−x) = −F (x) whih monotonially grows from the value −1 to the value

1.
Another ingredient onsists of quantum gates -the unitary maps desribing evolution of the system governed by

the total Hamiltonian between initial and �nal time

U(tin, tfin;hk) = T exp−i

∫ tfin

tin

(H +Hc(t))dt. (4)

In the semilassial regime (j >> 1) operators Jk and the Hamiltonian H +Hc(t) possess lassial limit and the

evolution of the semilassial state an be approximated by the motion of the unit vetor n ≃ 〈J〉/j satisfying the

lassial equation of motion in the form

dn

dt
=

(

jΩ(ne3) + ∆e3 + Γe1 + h(t)
)

× n. (5)

By a proper tuning of the parameters tin, tfinhk(t) one an produe a gate U1 approximatively desribing the e�et

of rotation whih transform e3 into e1, leaving e2 invariant (analogially the gate U2). One puts U3 = I. This

allows to de�ne three unsharp observables Sk
by ombining gates with the measurement of S3

Sk
± = U †

kS
3
±Uk, k = 1, 2, 3. (6)

For a given state ρ of the spin-j one an perform a restrited tomography by measuring the mean values of the

observables Sk for k = 1, 2, 3, alled Stokes parameters

sk = 〈Sk〉 = Tr(ρSk
+)− Tr(ρSk

−) = Tr(UkρU
†
kF (J3)) (7)

Applying the expansion

F (J3)) = F ′(0)J3 +
1

6
F ′′′(0)J3

3 + · · · (8)

one an ompute

sk ≃ F ′(0)Tr(UkρU
†
kJ3). (9)

The Stokes parameters satisfy the inequality

s21 + s22 + s23 ≤ min{3, 3(F ′(0))2δm2} (10)

where the �rst bound follows from the de�nition (7) while the seond one is based on the approximation (9) and

the initial assumption II). One an de�ne the following qubit's density matrix

ρq =
1

2
(I + ~s · ~σ). (11)

whih makes sense under the normalization ondition

s21 + s22 + s23 ≤ 1. (12)

Although the ondition (12) does not follow immediately from (10) there are several reasons why (12) is satis�ed

under realisti onditions. First of all the raw experimental data are proeeded using the di�erent types of normal-

ization, maximum likehood tehniques, proper �tting, e.g. "inluding an o�set aounting for residual noise", et.,

whih an enfore the ondition (12). The other fator is unpreise preparation of the initial state whih redues the

values of |sk|. The dynamis of sk an be derived using the semilassial equation (5) and (9) to obtain a nonlinear

evolution equation of the form (5) with n replaed by s and Ω by Ω/F ′(0). The linearized version of suh evolution
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an be misinterpreted as the Bloh equation for the qubit density matrix (11). The nonlinear term ombined with

the quantum �utuations of s of the order O(
√

1/j) explain the notorious large phase damping in omparison to

the energy damping observed for Rydberg atoms and Josephson juntions.

Rydberg atoms

Atoms in irular Rydberg states |n〉 are haraterized by a single quantum number n whih is assumed to be

large (n > 30) and the energy

En = − R

(n− δ)2
. (13)

Assuming that the experimentally aessible states are superpositions (mixtures) of |n〉 with |n−n0| << n0 we an

use the expansion

En = − R

(n0 − δ)2
+

2R

(n0 − δ)3
(n− n0)−

6R

(n0 − δ)4
(n− n0)

2 + . . . (14)

to obtain a spin-j (j = n0 + 1/2) representations of the atomi Hamiltonian in the form (1) with

∆ =
2R

(n0 − δ)3
, Ω = − 3∆

(n0 − δ)
<< ∆, Γ = 0. (15)

The ontroll by means of the external eletromagneti �elds leads to dipole transitions n → n± 1 and therefore an

be desribed by the time-dependent Hamiltonians of the form

Hc(t) = h1(t)J1 + h2(t)J2. (16)

The measurement tehnique used in the experiments with Rydberg irular states is based on the seletive �eld

ionization whih allows to approximatively distinguish the states with n ≥ n0 + 1 from the states with n ≤ n0. It

seems that the unsharp observable (3) is a perfet model of this experimental setting.

Superonduting qubits

As an example of "superonduting qubit" one an take a Cooper pair box whih is a iruit onsisting of a small

superonduting island onneted via Josephson juntion to a large superonduting reservoir . Coulomb repulsion

between Cooper pairs in a small eletrode beome important and must be taken into aount in the Hamiltonian.

The simple Josephson Hamiltonian reads [2℄

H = EC

∑

n

(n− n0 − 1/2)2|n〉〈n| − EJ

∑

n

(|n+ 1〉〈n|+ |n〉〈n+ 1|) (17)

where |n〉 desribe the state with n Cooper pairs on the island, EC determines the magnitude of the Coulomb

repulsion, EJ governs the tunneling proess, n0 >> 1 is a number of Cooper pairs on the island at the neutral

referene state and the additional "1/2" omes from the standard �ne tuning of the system. Under the assumption

n0 >> 1 and restriting to the states with |n− n0| << n0 the Hamiltonian (17) an be rewritten in terms of spin

variables with j = n0 + 1/2

H = ECJ
2
3 − EJ

j
J1 (18)

The devie is ontrolled by external eletromagneti �elds whih are oupled to the net eletri harge Q = 2eJ3
and to the eletri urrent

dQ
dt

= i[H,Q] ∼ J2. Hene the ontrol Hamiltonian is given by

Hc(t) = h3(t)J3 + h2(t)J2. (19)

The standard measurement using a single-eletron transistor allows to approximatively determine the sign of the

net harge on the island whih is exatly the unsharp sign of J3 given by (3).

Bose-Einstein ondensate

A Bose-Einstein ondensate of N ultraold atoms in a symmetri double-well potential an be desribed by the

two-mode Hubbard Hamiltonian with two pairs of annihilation and reation operators {a, a†, b, b†}. Introduing the
�titious spin omponents

J1 =
1

2
(a†b+ b†a), J2 =

i

2
(a†b− b†a), J3 =

1

2
(a†a− b†b) (20)

one an treat the system as a large spin with j = [N/2]+1/2 and the Josephson Hamiltonian of the form (18). Again

one obtains the same mathematial sheme whih leads to the false qubit piture when the unsharp measurement

of the sign of the atom number di�erene is introdued.
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Fortunately, in the ase of BEC muh more preise experimental results exist supporting the semilassial

harater of aessible states [9℄. They show that those states are squeezed spin states with the �utuations of all

spin omponents of the order

√
j. As all presented models are mathematially equivalent this is a strong argument

against the marosopi qubit piture for the previous examples as well. On the other hand if one assumes that

the marosopi qubit piture is orret and suh systems ould be useful for quantum information proessing, then

it should be possible to apply quantumness tests like those proposed in [10, 11℄ and realized for the ase of single

photon polarization in [12, 13℄.
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